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Introduction
Why We Wrote This Guide
While it’s true that in recent times there has been
progressively increased saturation in the mobile
apps market, as well as app fatigue amongst
users, the fact remains that tens of billions of
apps are still downloaded across the app stores
each quarter. Lucrative mobile app opportunities
still abound for companies who approach this
space armed with a nuanced understanding of
strategic vision, design & development processes,
and tactical execution. One thing is for sure —
without that understanding, your odds of building
& launching a successful mobile app dramatically
plummet. If you’re seeking to ascertain the
knowledge needed to create a mobile app that
soars above the crowd, this guide is for you!
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INTRODUCTION | WHY WE WROTE THIS GUIDE

In the last few years, app choices have exploded, zombie apps have risen
to record highs, and tech giants have dominated the top 10 leaderboards.
Yes, the competition has never been greater, yet the growth opportunities
ahead have never been bigger. You’ll start to see a shift from downloading
mobile apps ‘you can do things with’ to apps infused with artificial
intelligence actions that ‘will do things for you’. We’ll see augmented reality
overlays to aid logistics, maintenance, retail promotions and much more.
Fintech functions will be more frequently enabled in non-native apps,
which will include better end user integration and provide frictionless
commerce, lending, and investing advice. Additionally, through 2020, many
are forecasting huge growth in app downloads and major expansion into
emerging markets where the world’s largest population centers are still
entering the middle class and acquiring their first smartphone.”
Mike Quindazzi
Managing Director
PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP
yeti | 2017
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Vocabulary
Before jumping into the guide, here are some key terms
relating to mobile app design & development.

Native

Front-end

Operating System (OS)

Alpha, Beta

In this context, a native mobile application is
one that is built in a programming language to
specifically run on a single chosen platform, such
as iOS or Android.

An operating system, such as Android or iOS
in mobile, is a piece of system software that
helps manage computer hardware, and acts as a
platform for other application software to run on.

Back-end

In software development, the back-end refers to
server-side programming that typically involves
business logic, data storage, and APIs.

Front-end development in programming involves
the creation of graphical user interfaces and likely
involves anything a product’s user will see and
interact with.

Alpha and Beta are common names given to
unfinished versions of software that are ready for
limited testing but are not ready to be available
for all users. An alpha version often has core
functionality implemented, but is missing a lot
of polish, error cases, and less critical user flows,
whereas a beta version often is a more complete
digital experience.

Launch

When a digital product is ready to be released to
the public for the first time, or when there are new
features & updates made available, this is usually
referred to as a launch.
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Setting Expectations
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SETTING EXPECTATIONS

Average Project Timelines
Project timelines can obviously vary significantly
depending on many possible variables, such as
the robustness of a project. However, in general,
when creating the first version of your mobile
application, you can expect that it will take
between one and three months to design, build,
and test it. This rough estimate would exclude the
time it takes to actually get it on the App Stores,
since the approval process can potentially take an
unforeseen amount of extra time. If your product
is extremely complicated or robust, it could take
longer than three months to design & develop.
It’s safe to say that if you end up spending half

a year or longer before getting your product in
front of users, then you’re not really following best
practices in terms of establishing a MVP (minimum
viable product). It’s best to take an agile and
iterative approach to product development.
There also could, and almost always should,
be a research, ideation, and user testing phase
that precedes this one to three month building
phase, depending on how mature your idea and
business plan are. If there’s already a clear market,
established user personas, and an identified need
for your product, then part of this initial phase
could be shortened.
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SETTING EXPECTATIONS

Average Resource Requirements
Regardless of the size and complexity of your
application, a mobile app project team at minimum
will need at least one developer and one designer.
Many enterprise-level mobile applications are fairly
robust, and require significantly more resources
than that. If there’s any back-end work that needs
to be done, which there likely is, you might need
one or more developers specialized in iOS, for
example. Other areas that may require dedicated,
specialized talent could be back-end frameworks,
system administration or devops work, and so on.

At Yeti, we usually encourage clients to invest in
building out a larger team, since a higher quality
product is often produced when you have multiple
people collaborating, pairing, and sharing ideas.
Having designers and developers isolated and
working in silos is simply not as effective. This is
definitely a scenario where the whole is greater
than the sum of its parts.

If the application is more robust, your team is more
likely to consist of at least two designers, with one
specializing in visual design, and the other being
a user experience designer. The development
team for the project might need to grow to three
members, where one developer is full-stack and can
help out with both the front and back-end of the
product. There will likely also need to be a project
manager who can help coordinate all of the moving
pieces of the project now that the team has grown
to five or more people.
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SETTING EXPECTATIONS

Average Costs
Based on the above description of timelines and
resources, you should be able to start ballparking
the cost for the first version of your application. If
you need to build a native application on both iOS
and Android (more on this later!), you should also
factor in that the second mobile platform will be
above and beyond what was mentioned above. It’s
a common misconception that a mobile application
can be built for only a few thousand dollars, but in
reality you’re allocating at least a few people for a
couple of months, so that doesn’t quite add up.
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How To: App Design & Development Process
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HOW TO: APP DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Discovery
To create a great product, you first have to
understand how your users think and interact
in relation to the problem you’re trying to solve.
Once you’ve identified opportunities for solving
the problem, ideation can then begin by mapping
possible solutions into conceptual models and
information architecture. A successful product
is a solution that solves the needs of both users
and the business, while respecting technical
constraints. Discovery is usually a week-long or
two week-long phase where you map all of this out
and collaborate with your product team to create
the optimal solution concept together.

Outcomes
•
Mission Statement & Guiding Principles
•
User Personas
•	User Journeys (existing and ideal—highlighting
needs, pain points, and opportunities)
•
High-level User Stories
•
Competitive Analysis
•
Heuristic Evaluation
•
Research Plan
•
Visual Requirements
•
Technical Constraints/Priority List
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HOW TO: APP DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Design Sprints
Pioneered by the Google Ventures team, a design
sprint is a crucial step in the product development
process. It’s a rapid prototyping session in which
you test your product’s riskiest assumptions with
real users, providing valuable design insight to
maximize the product’s impact, plus empirical data
you can use when prioritizing features within your
product roadmap. This week-long exercise often
happens multiple times throughout the product
development process, and should be repeated
as needed.
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HOW TO: APP DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

User Research
User research at this phase involves user
interviews where you try to better understand
the problem through the user’s eyes. This can
occur in a variety of ways, whether it be via
remote conversations, in-person conversations, or
observations of how they use an existing product
or workflow. User interviews should aim to gather
feedback, quotes, and observational insights
on topics such as user barriers, habits, goals,
motivations, and so on.
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HOW TO: APP DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Ideation
During the ideation phase, you synthesize the
information and insights that were gathered from
discovery, design sprints, and user research into
concepts and potential directions for your MVP.

Outcomes
•
High-level Conceptual Model
•
Detailed Conceptual Model
•
Detailed User Stories
•
Information Architecture / Sitemap
•
Define MVP (i.e. What are the priorities?)
•	Approval on concepts and user stories
from the development team
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HOW TO: APP DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Product Roadmapping
Before starting design & development, it’s
imperative that priorities are established and a
product roadmap is formalized. Product roadmaps
are critical documents that often make or break
a mobile app project. Why? Because a product
roadmap not only prioritizes the ‘what’ and ‘when’
of product development, but it also acts as the
north star that all teams & departments need to
align on and pursue together.

If your product roadmap prioritizes the wrong
epics and user stories, you risk disturbing your
product-market fit and becoming irrelevant to
users as the competition leaps ahead. If your
internal teams are not aligned on the product
roadmap, it will cause dysfunction which ultimately
results in poorer product features and delayed
launch schedules. For a robust walk-through of how
to create a winning product roadmap, please check
out the whitepaper we wrote on the subject.
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HOW TO: APP DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Sprinting
Wireframing

Outcomes

Adding structure to the potential solution
concepts, next you design wireframes that first
focus on the content and flow of the primary
product sections, and then gradually increase
the fidelity to include interaction behaviors,
layout styles, and other details. Similar to how it’s
important to outline a document before you start
writing, with a product it’s important to define the
structure first too.

•
Task Flows
•	Low-fidelity Wireframes of Main Flows
(content blocks and/or ‘lorem ipsum’, exact
page element locations are not a focus)
•	Medium-fidelity Wireframes of Main Flows &
Secondary Flows (specifying detailed content/
copy, page element locations defined)
•
Interactive Prototypes (ex. Invision)
•
User Stories
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HOW TO: APP DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT PROCESS | SPRINTING

User Testing

You should test your designs with real users as
often as possible to validate content, task flows,
and interactions early on. In between build sprints,
you can run user tests on the designs, whether
it’s via a clickable Invision prototype or a working
feature. Design iterations are based on user
feedback and happen throughout the Wireframing
and Production phases.

‟

When building a prototype to conduct
a usability study, it’s best to start
small by validating your design with
one or two users. This will ensure you
work out any immediate kinks with
the tasks you are proposing before
opening up to a much larger test
audience.”
Joe Pascavage
Managing Creative Director,
Product & UX Design, QVC
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HOW TO: APP DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT PROCESS | SPRINTING

Production
Production starts once the product direction
has been further solidified via Wireframing and
User Testing. Visual design is added and refined,
while interactions and animations are polished.
Edge use cases and error states are defined, and
screens are annotated for clear communication
with developers. Incorporating design into the
development process ensures a cohesive bond
between form with function. Each feature, as it
is developed, is created as a piece of the whole
design. This eliminates lengthy reviews and
rounds of design feedback after the product is
functionally complete.
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HOW TO: APP DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Launching
Beta Testing
Before launching, you’ll want to circulate your app
with a small audience of target users to make sure
everything’s running smoothly. This also helps you
gather critical feedback to make any last tweaks to
your product.

‟

TestFlight for iOS is a great
and simple tool for beta testing
your app. It’s easy to use,
and allows users to provide
feedback swiftly.”
Joe Pascavage
Managing Creative Director,
Product & UX Design, QVC
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HOW TO: APP DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT PROCESS | LAUNCHING

Case Study: Tape
We worked with Tape to build an innovative video
sharing app. While many apps focus solely on the
creation of sharable content, Tape enables people
to collaborate during the content creation process.
This meant we needed to design a platform
that allowed users to not only engage with, but
also to creatively partner with their audience.
We ran extensive beta tests to hone in the core
functionality, optimize usability, as well as to fix
performance issues before the public launch.
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HOW TO: APP DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT PROCESS | LAUNCHING

Preparing for Launch
Leading up to an initial launch, you should dedicate
at least one sprint to documenting processes,
working with marketing and PR teams on
promotional assets, testing scalability, and setting
up important accounts.
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HOW TO: APP DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT PROCESS | LAUNCHING

Launching
It’s possible for things to get a bit crazy when
wrapping up a digital product and submitting it to
the App Store(s). Sometimes, even though an app is
totally done, you can be left waiting on something
simple that holds up the whole launch process.
Continue reading below for a list of things that
need to be created and tested when you hit the tail
end of a project.
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HOW TO: APP DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT PROCESS | LAUNCHING

General App Store Submission Checklist
Production Settings
	Make sure your application is pointed to the
final production url, likely a real domain name
instead of an IP address.
	Make sure you’re using the production API
keys for all 3rd party services, like Facebook,
Twitter, etc.
	Ideally, you should put something in place,
like Schemes in iOS, so that it is easy to
switch between development and production
without needing to edit variables in code.

Legal Requirements
	Get Terms of Use/Terms of Service and
Privacy Policy documents written up.
	Make sure these documents are placed
within the application, potentially as part of
the app, or as external web pages on the app’s
domain name.
	Ideally, these are external since the app stores
also want you to enter the location of these
legal documents.

Approved Copy

	Create an approved copy of the app
description for the app store(s).
	Create an approved copy of the release notes
for the first version.

App Screenshots
	Decide on up to 5 areas of the application that
should be included in screenshots.
	Take these screenshots on multiple sized
devices (different based on iOS or Android).
	These different sized screenshots could also
be done via wizardry in photoshop.

App Contact Info
Create a Support or Contact email address.

Landing Page
	Make sure there is a landing page set up on
the production version of the website for the
app to point to.
	Make sure to update any “download app”
links on the website with the official ones.

App Icon
Have an app icon ready.

Zero Test Case
	QA the application from scratch on multiple
different devices — make sure you are
installing it fresh, with both the app and app
data already removed from the device.

Monitoring Tools
	Set up error monitoring such as Crashlytics or
Sentry.
	Set up analytics such as Google Analytics or
Mixpanel.
	Set up performance monitoring such as New
Relic.

Bad Internet Connection
	Test using the app with limited bandwidth.
	Test the app with no connection at all.
	Do you display proper error messages in these
situations?

App Launch Date
	Pick an official launch date for the application.
	If it shouldn’t be released immediately after
being approved, make sure you schedule it
appropriately on iOS, or do not publish it yet
on Android.

Shortened App Name
	Get an approved, shortened app name that
will show on the app stores’ home screens.
	Make sure this is configured properly in
the app.

Launch Countries
	Confirm a list of countries the application
should be available to in the app stores, likely
based on what localization you’ve done.
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HOW TO: APP DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT PROCESS | LAUNCHING

Apple App Store
Submission Checklist

Google Play App Store
Submission Checklist

Apple Store Account

Google Play Account

	Create an Apple Store enterprise account.
	This involves an approval process that could cause a delay in
getting the application launched, so make sure you start this
process well in advance of the targeted launch date.

App Store Review Account
	Create an account on the application (if applicable) that you
can give to the Apple Store reviewer to use. You want to remove
any barrier from the reviewer being able to login and test the
application.

	Create a Google Play account — generally there is
no delay in getting approved.

Release Key
	When creating a releasable version of an Android application
for the Google Play Store, you need to use a release key.
	Store this release key somewhere safe — every new version of
the application needs to be signed with this key and a password.

App Categories
	Pick a primary and secondary category for the application
in the App Store.
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HOW TO: APP DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT PROCESS | LAUNCHING

Launch Day & After
On launch day, especially if you’re planning to
have a potentially high amount of traffic, make
sure that you are poised and ready to put out any
fires that might arise. Upon launch, it’s possible
for unforeseen problems to occur, such as scaling
and infrastructure issues, bugs in the application,
or even security issues, among other potential
concerns. You’ll want a person dedicated to
monitoring the tools that you have installed,
ensuring all is well and fixing anything that crops
up. Along the same lines, it also makes sense to
soft launch during normal working hours on a
weekday so that as much of your team is available
as possible.

While app marketing strategy goes beyond the
scope of this whitepaper, it’s still important to
understand that on launch day you should be
coordinating whatever media, press releases,
social posting, advertisements, and anything else
that you plan on running. Just because you’ve
launched the application, it doesn’t mean users are
immediately going to start organically finding your
app on the app store(s). Depending on your app
and its use case, you very likely need to have
a well-planned strategy on how to get users to
your application.
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HOW TO: APP DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT PROCESS | LAUNCHING

Maintenance & Upgrades
Inevitably, a new Android phone will be released or
Apple will release a new update to their operating
system that adds some new functionality,
potentially breaking your application for affected
users. It’s important to not just schedule new
features, but also to make sure your app is current
and supports the latest and greatest phones and
operating systems.

yeti | 2017
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Responsive Web, Native,
or Cross-Platform
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Responsive Web, Native, or Cross-Platform

Android is not the same as an iPhone. The iPhone
5 is not the same as the iPhone 7, and neither is
the same as the iPad. There have never been more
platforms to run your app — and that’s not even
considering Windows phones, smartwatches and
desktop computers (of Mac, Windows, and Linux
varieties). It becomes even more complicated
when you remember that not everyone upgrades
a device’s operating system as soon as the new
version comes out.

There are three different approaches you can use
when developing for multiple platforms: create a
mobile-responsive website, create a cross-platform
application, or create a native application for each
platform you’ll support. Each option has its own
advantages and disadvantages with respect to
how quickly you can get the application completed,
how smooth and consistent it will feel across the
platforms, and how easy it will be to support and
maintain the application across all platforms in
the future.

Add in the fact that users today expect a seamless
experience across all their devices, and building
applications that feel and function the same
way everywhere becomes a major challenge for
software developers. Applications need to adjust
for the different hardware platforms and different
OS versions, accounting for the various features,
screen sizes, and other factors that affect how
users interact with the application.
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RESPONSIVE WEB, NATIVE, OR CROSS-PLATFORM

Mobile Websites
Creating a mobile website will let almost any
user with a smartphone access your application,
whatever device they are using. Developing for a
browser is an easy way to build a prototype and
use rapid prototyping to let users test out the
application as it’s created.
Browser apps are device neutral — mostly. You may
need to apply different CSS styles to page elements
depending on screen size. This can cause a
proliferation of CSS rules, but the technical aspect
isn’t any more difficult than detecting whether a
browser is Internet Explorer or Firefox for desktop
development. And speaking of desktop, mobile
websites work fine in desktop browsers too as
long as they’re designed and developed with
responsiveness in mind.

and specific OS version. Also, even though it’s
possible to include interactions like swipe and
shake gestures in a website, users don’t expect or
know to use them.
A final issue with mobile web applications is that
users don’t tend to bookmark or save them to the
launch screen. Since they’re not front-and-center
like an app is, it’s not as easy for users to get to
them, and for that reason a user may be less likely
to use the site than a different app that offers
similar functionality.

The downside of building a mobile-responsive
website is that mobile browsers often can’t use
all the features and hardware of the phone —
the ability to use hardware components like the
camera and accelerometer really varies by device

yeti | 2017
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RESPONSIVE WEB, NATIVE, OR CROSS-PLATFORM

‟

Cross-Platform Applications
The biggest challenge of creating a multi-platform
application is managing the codebase. Typically,
each platform requires unique code, meaning
separate development and additional time for each
platform. In recent years, some tools have been
created to let developers use a single codebase
across multiple platforms. The tools let you create
one version across multiple platforms and still have
it look like a native application when it’s deployed
on each device.

Having one unified code base is not
just easier to manage – but also much
quicker to update and continue to
iterate upon when launching a new app.
Layering old code on top of another
can become cumbersome and almost
impossible to interpret.”

Joe Pascavage
Managing Creative Director,
Product & UX Design, QVC
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RESPONSIVE WEB, NATIVE, OR CROSS-PLATFORM

Cross-Platform Applications
There are limitations when taking this approach.
Since it’s not customized to each specific device,
the application that’s created still doesn’t have
full access to all the features of its runtime
environment. You’re also dependent on vendor
code to integrate with the target platform,
and will have to work around any bugs in their
implementation.
Some cross-platform environments use standard
programming languages like JavaScript, but
depending on how the cross-platform support is
implemented, working with a cross-platform tool
may tie you to that vendor’s products for all future
development. This can become an issue if working
with the vendor’s APIs, and custom plug-ins
requires special knowledge that’s not widespread
among developers — or if the vendor goes out of
business or even just stops supporting the product.

A popular framework to support cross-platform
development has emerged from Facebook. Their
open source library, React Native, is meant to let
developers work with JavaScript but still use iOS
native interface components like UITabBar or
UINavigationController. The library lets developers
use their favorite web development tools and
workflow but still end up with an app that presents
the native interface when it runs on the target
platform. Apps developed with React Native also
take advantage of asynchronous communications
between the app and the device, so operations can
be completed without blocking the UI, leading to a
smoother user experience.
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RESPONSIVE WEB, NATIVE, OR CROSS-PLATFORM

Native Applications
The most costly approach to creating applications
for each platform is building a custom, native
application for each platform you intend to
support. Since the app is built directly for each
platform, it leads to the most natural-feeling
application and the best end-user experience.
Native apps have full access to all the phone’s
hardware capabilities, including the camera, GPS,
and accelerometer, so these apps can provide
layers of functionality that apps developed in
other ways can’t.
It’s expensive for development, because it
requires a development team with expertise in
each platform. That’s an ongoing cost, because
making modifications or enhancements to the
app in the future means you need to keep that
expertise around.

yeti
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RESPONSIVE WEB, NATIVE, OR CROSS-PLATFORM

Native Applications
You may want to start by creating the app for
a single platform first to make sure the idea is
worth it before investing the effort in building it
for multiple platforms. It’s also a challenge to be
able to release new versions simultaneously across
all your platforms; because you have multiple
codebases, similar changes need to be made
in many different places. Sometimes it’s not as
straightforward for one platform as for the rest,
and you’ll need to decide whether to go ahead and
release for the platforms that are ready or wait for
all versions before releasing.

‟

When launching a new app, consider
utilizing as many default native
functions as you can vs. custom code.
Your developers will not only love you
– but it will allow you to iterate more
quickly on your design and provide
more familiar design patterns for the
user experience.”
Joe Pascavage
Managing Creative Director,
Product & UX Design, QVC
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Common Considerations
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COMMON CONSIDERATIONS

Feasibility of App Ideas
There are a lot of great app ideas out there —
unfortunately some of them just actually can’t
be created due to limitations in the hardware or
operating systems of smartphones. Some classic
examples relate to iOS or Android just not letting
the application developer have access to certain
data or functionality. For instance, on iOS you
cannot manipulate or customize the lock screen
or dashboard. An app idea that involves adding an
extra layer of security to the lock screen is just not
feasible.

yeti
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COMMON CONSIDERATIONS

App Fatigue
We’re currently seeing a saturation of mobile
applications in the app store, as well as app fatigue
from users. It’s important to understand how your
application will stand out and provide value to the
user. Equally important is to also have a strategy
for how users will find your application in the
first place.

The trend we’re seeing in what some have
dubbed “the post app era” is a shift toward
mobile applications being used to augment some
other existing product. This often could be a
connected device in the IoT sphere that is using
either bluetooth low energy or NFC technology to
communicate. Your application might prove more
valuable if it’s part of a broader product ecosystem.

yeti
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COMMON CONSIDERATIONS

Fragmentation
Android is notorious for its fragmented market
of phones with different shapes, sizes, specs, and
operating system flavors. iOS recently has been
starting to see more concerns around phone form
factor as well, but Apple is still making an effort to
keep screen ratios and resolutions fairly consistent
and manageable for app developers.
It’s important when setting out to build a mobile
application that you establish what absolutely
needs to be supported, and make sure you write
down specifics. This could include the minimum
operating system version, various resolution
densities, specific phones or manufacturers, or
phones created in the past certain number of
years, among other factors.

yeti
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COMMON CONSIDERATIONS

Push Notifications
You likely don’t want your users to just open your
app once and never come back, but rather to be
repeat users of your product. Push notifications, if
done correctly, can help remind & incentivize users
to come back to your application. A few examples
could be that a new feature has launched, the user
has a new message in the app, one of their friends
just mentioned them, there’s a limited timed event,
or some other call to action that you can let them
know about.

Push notification functionality is built into both
iOS and Android. However, to implement it you
need a server that’s storing information about
your different users and their devices so that you
know whose phone to send the push notifications
to, especially if you want the push notifications
to be personalized. There are paid services out
there that can help make this process easier for
both platforms, and can help you target your push
notifications to a specific segment of your user
base, possibly even on a regular cadence.
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In-App Purchases
Apple and Google both wanted to create
an easy way for app developers to monetize
their applications and charge users for extra
functionality, subscriptions, and so on. It’s fairly
easy to take advantage of the built-in in-app
purchasing feature, but beware that the app stores
will take a cut of every purchase. The trade off is
that every user will already have their credit card
stored and associated with their account, meaning
that they can make a purchase in your application
within a few clicks. The alternative method would
be to integrate a 3rd party e-commerce type of
solution, but this would require more effort from
the user and create more friction.

yeti
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COMMON CONSIDERATIONS

Monitoring & Analytics
It’s critical to install tools that will help you
understand what is happening with your
application once it’s live in the app stores and on
users’ phones. Without tools in place to monitor
user behavior, performance, and errors you’re
missing out on valuable information that can
inform what the next features are that you should
be working on. Check out the ‘Tools’ section later
in this guide for recommendations on what tools
should be set up for every mobile application.

yeti
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COMMON CONSIDERATIONS

Unique Designs
for Each Platform
Both operating systems utilize their own unique
design paradigms. Apple has been using a “flat”
design pattern for the last few years, with Android
following up soon after with their “Material design
guidelines.” Guidelines for the design patterns each
platform use are available at:
https://developer.apple.com/ios/human-interfaceguidelines/overview/design-principles/
https://material.io
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‟

Unique Designs for Each Platform
One major difference between the two is the
inclusion of an “always-there” back button on all
Android devices — Apple has no such thing. On
iOS, you can navigate pretty deep down “the stack”
and need to get back to the home screen. Every iOS
app is responsible for building in its own internal
navigation. Android, on the other hand, has a back
button built-in to every device that runs Android.
This button not only takes you back to the last
screen you were viewing, but if you continue to
press it could bring you back to previous apps you
were using right before the current one.
Some things may need to be different if you create
an app for both platforms. Things like lists, buttons,
alerts, and icons each have their own style and
should be adapted to better match their intended
platform. The user flows of how you navigate
through an app and interact with it should still be
fairly similar however.

Just like deciding whether or not to
develop a native iOS or Android app,
it’s important to decide if you’re going
to use the platform designs or invent
your own design language. Apps like
Uber and Slack have their own design
language while Facebook and Twitter
follow a lot of platform conventions.”
Jon Hoover
Product Manager of Mobile
Apps, Procore Technologies
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Localization
When launching your application through the
app stores you can pick which countries it will
be available in. An important part of your app’s
strategy to gain more users may be to cast a
wider net than just a specific country or a specific
language. Android and iOS both have localization
functionality available for your app. Each have
extensive documentation and tutorials that will
help you get up and running with it. For actually
sourcing the translations, usually you can work
with a specialized company — you’ll send them
the english list of words, copy, audio files, etc., and
they will translate those assets into whichever
languages you’ve asked them for.
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Common Phone Hardware
Camera

Proximity Sensor

Fingerprint Sensor

The camera is one of the most obvious parts of
the hardware for developers to interact with.
There can be both a front and rear facing camera
that you can take advantage. Often the most
common use cases are for taking profile photos
and attaching photo to social media type posts.

Smartphones contain a sensor that detects how
close an object is to it, such as your ear when
talking on the phone or listening to a message.

On the iPhone the fingerprint sensor is called
Touch ID, which basically acts as another
authentication or security input instead of
needing to provide a password or passcode.
Applications can tap into the fingerprint system
as well to store secrets and provide a similar
authentication feature.

Accelerometer
Inside a smartphone, the accelerometer
basically knows the orientation of the phone
and can detect which way the user is holding
the smartphone. This is what drives the built-in
functionality or rotating your phone from portrait
to landscape mode.

Gyroscope
The gyroscope adds extra information to the
accelerometer by providing information on the
rotation or twist of the phone.

Global Positioning System (GPS)
Smartphones have GPS built-in so that your
mobile device can triangulate between three
signals your current location in latitude and
longitude. Applications can get these coordinates
from your phone’s hardware and use them to
provide directions, nearby places, etc.

Barometer
A barometer helps you access the current altitude
and pressure of the user. This also can help with
the GPS locking in on your position quicker.

Near Field Communication (NFC)
NFC is often compared to bluetooth except it’s
a much shorter range of communication. It helps
communicate data between two devices and
can setup the connection extremely quick. Most
Android phones include this technology, but
iPhone has not yet provided it to developers.

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
For your smartphone to transmit data wirelessly it
can use BLE to communicate over short distances
with our devices. BLE specifically is a variant of
Bluetooth that was designed to use less power,
which can be critical when talking about mobile
devices with a limited battery supply.
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Custom Integrations
One of the first development concerns when
building an application is “where is the data coming
from?”. Often, a new app idea involves integration
with some pre-existing custom data source
which has an unknown amount of complexity or
difficulty to integrate with it. To properly scope
the application and assess its feasibility will usually
require some research into any proposed custom
integrations.
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Case Study: Weathermob
Weathermob approached us seeking help when
usage was declining on their app. After we
completely re-designed the experience, the app
was featured in the weather section of the app
store. The application involved integrating with
various 3rd party weather services. It was an
important part of our early research to investigate
the feasibility of the services and choosing which
ones were best for our use case.
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Social Integrations
Connecting to social media at this point is well
documented and thought out. All the major
social media channels provide SDKs for both iOS
and Android that you can use to easily hook into
their platforms. These SDKs usually provide both
authentication options for your app as well as the
ability to share and crosspost.
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Thin Client Apps
A product development best practice is to keep the
core business logic of your application in the backend server so that it can be centralized and reused.
If a bunch of critical business logic was written in
Java for Android, Swift for iOS, and Javascript for
your React web application, it would be hard to
maintain uniformity across all platforms, especially
when wanting to make changes to it. The idea then
is to have “thin” client applications, where your
mobile and web apps make API requests to your
back-end server which houses all of this logic.
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Apple App Store
iOS’s app store has a reputation for causing some
major headaches with it’s infamous app review
process. The review process is a black box and
app developers don’t really have any insights into
what’s happening with their application after
the submit it. Often this process can take weeks,
especially around the holidays. Pushing updates for
your application requires less review time, but still
can sometimes lead to unexpected rejections and
issues.
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Google Play Store
Android’s app store is much less restrictive when
it comes to publishing new apps and releasing
updates. Previously there was no review process
at all and your application would become public
shortly after uploading, but recently Google
added a small review process. Due to how
quickly the review process is, it’s likely just some
programmatic tests that run.
Receiving payments from both app stores is fairly
straightforward. You hook up your bank account
to your app store account and the platforms
will transfer you money once you have a certain
minimum amount built up.
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Design Tools

Sketch

Zeplin

http://sketchapp.com

http://zeplin.io

Sketch is our design tool of choice for designing
and creating screens. It integrates with many other
tools and is a staple for a designer’s macbook here
at Yeti.

Zeplin is really both a design and development
collaboration tool that allows designers to
give automatically annotated mockups to the
development team. A pain point of the past
for designers was to spend time writing notes
on their mockups about font size, font weight,
margin, padding, colors, and so on. Likewise,
when developers don’t have that information
available, they either make unsure guesses or
need to interrupt designers to get it. Sketch files
automatically import into Zeplin and let developers
pull out these details, as well as sliced images that
can be exported directly into Android Studio or
Xcode.

“ Photoshop is a great addition to any designer’s
toolbox – but Sketch, is quite simply amazing. If
you’re nervous about converting, don’t be. You
can learn Sketch within a matter of hours. Your
productivity will increase tenfold.”
Joe Pascavage
Managing Creative Director,
Product & UX Design, QVC
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Design Tools

InVision

Origami Studio

http://invisionapp.com

http://origami.design/

When an application is first being designed it
helps to provide a clickable walkthrough of what
the designer has put together. This essentially is a
wireframe prototype that can be used to facilitate
discussions, user testing, or be a resource for
developers when building. Invision is a great tool
that provides this prototyping functionality for
mobile and is an essential tool in our toolbelt.

When it comes to mobile applications, it can be
difficult for designers to create and communicate
different interactions, gestures, and animations
to developers. It also can be difficult to iterate on
those interactions without developers needing to
implement them in actual code. Origami Studio is a
prototyping tool that lets designers test these out
and show developers a pseudo functioning version
of what they’re imagining.

“ The beautiful thing about InVision is how they
are constantly on their game – continuously
providing updates, resources, and developing
new tools to make a designer’s life that much
easier. It’s not only a easy-to-use prototyping
tool – it brings teams together of any size with
a new level of collaboration.”
Joe Pascavage
Managing Creative Director,
Product & UX Design, QVC
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Case Study: Playstation
We worked with the brand and marketing team
at PlayStation to generate moonshot concepts for
a future mobile app. Our app concepts imagined
ways to connect gamers with the content, news,
and people they care about while rewarding
in-game action through the mobile experience.
We used Invision to easily and effectively show
the different app concepts to the PlayStation team.
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Development Tools

Android Studio

Xcode

https://developer.android.com/studio/

https://developer.apple.com/xcode/

The official IDE for Android development
is Android Studio which was created via a
partnership with Google and JetBrains. JetBrains
has a base IDE called IntelliJ which is the platform
for multiple IDEs such as Webstorm and PyCharm.
Android Studio has everything built-in that
you would need to start building an Android
application, including Gradle for building your
application, Emulators for developing your app
on multiple screen sizes and densities, Android
Monitor for debugging your application, and plenty
of others.

Apple’s development tool, Xcode, has existed since
the beginning of iOS. It is pretty much the only tool
you can use for iOS development, and as such it
only runs on Mac OS X. It’s unfortunately not as
configurable and open to plugins as it’s Android
Studio counterpart. Whether you love it or hate it,
it’s unique functionality is ‘interface builder’ which
lets the user visually configure what they’d like to
see in the application.
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Development Tools

MVC Back-end Frameworks
(Django, Rails, Express, etc)

Error Monitoring
(Sentry and Crashlytics)

http://djangoproject.com

http://sentry.io
https://fabric.io/kits/ios/crashlytics/

Likely, if you’re building a mobile application you’ll
also need some sort of back-end where you’ll
create APIs, store data, write business logic,
integrate with other services, etc. Currently, the
most popular languages for your server-side code
include python, javascript, and ruby. When building
out your back-end application it still often makes
sense to use a MVC web framework like Django
even though you’re not rendering any web pages.
These frameworks or their corresponding 3rd
party libraries can help you setup a basic project
with APIs for your mobile application to consume
quickly and easily.

It’s critical that when bugs and errors start to
occur during beta testing, and then in production,
that you have as much information as possible
for your team to understand both what the user
was doing when the error occurred and where in
the code it happened. Crashlytics, which is part
of Twitter’s Fabric toolset, focuses on giving you
these bug reports for mobile applications based on
the version of your application, and helps to notify
you when it sees an irregular amount of errors.
Sentry, which works for many different platforms,
including both your back-end and front-end code, is
also a robust tool for error monitoring as well.
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Development Tools

New Relic

Fastlane

https://newrelic.com/

https://fastlane.tools/

Continuous Integration Services
(CircleCI, TravisCI, Codeship, etc)
https://circleci.com

If you’re concerned about the
responsiveness of your application
and how long it takes for a screen
to load or an action to happen,
New Relic is a great tool to setup
to profile both your back-end and
front-end applications. If it’s hooked
into both, it can tell you how long it
took for your mobile application to
communicate with your server, and
exactly how long each part of the
request took so that you can find
the bottleneck in your performance
issues.

Fastlane is not a tool you’ll need to
set up immediately on your new
mobile application, but it can save
hours of time and headaches when
it comes to deploying your app. It’s
a tool built to help automate some
of the more cumbersome manual
processes involved with bundling
your application and uploading it to
the App Stores for beta testing, or
submitting to production.

If you’re building a codebase, you
should be writing tests for that
codebase whether it’s on the backend or the front-end. It can be harder
to write tests for front-end code,
but they can still be invaluable in
preventing possible bugs, whether
they’re unit tests, functional tests,
or automated UI tests. CircleCI is
a continuous integration tool that
is able to run your tests, including
iOS tests, every time a pull request
or commit is made to your code
repository. This helps immensely for
keeping bugs and regressions out of
your project.
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1. Porting is Simple
Often, someone unfamiliar with the mobile
design and development process assumes that if
you’ve already developed a mobile app for one OS
that it is simple to port it to the other one. This,
unfortunately, is not entirely true. The branding and
mobile designs for one of the platforms still do get
you further than starting from scratch. However,
a designer will be needed to take the designs and
apply the appropriate unique design principles of
the OS you’re porting to. For developers, not only is
the other platform using a different programming
language with different libraries, but there are also
platform-specific concerns they need to worry
about when developing the product. It’s not as
easy as copy and pasting code from one application
to the other.

‟

Many of our customers use our app on
their Android phone and also a companyissued iPad. It’s important to understand
if your customers are on multiple
platforms and meet them there.”
Jon Hoover
Product Manager of Mobile Apps,
Procore Technologies
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2. Build It and
They Will Come
If you have a good idea for an app and see it
through ideation, design, development, and launch
it still doesn’t guarantee that it’s going to be
successful. Many companies assume that if you
build a good application that users will come and
download your application out of nowhere. In
reality, if you don’t work on the actual marketing,
promotion, and sale of your application, the
likelihood of you getting any users at all is very slim.
In the current app ecosystem there are so many
apps that getting users to discover your app can
be extremely hard. Without a savvy and successful
marketing plan to accompany your launch, it’s
highly unlikely that you will be truly successful at
acquiring users.
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3. In-App Purchases
& Freemium
A hope for many mobile product stakeholders
is that if they put in-app purchases into their
application they can start to monetize their
application and make a decent amount of money.
Often this happens in a freemium model where the
user gets a bit of functionality in the application for
free then has to buy an in-app purchase to unlock
more. Unfortunately, this monetization scheme
does not provide the returns that are usually
expected. Statistics show that only 5% of users will
make in-app purchases, meaning that your overall
number of users needs to be much higher than
many would anticipate, and most of those users
will be non-paying customers.
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Case Study: Tiny Eye
With newfound access to virtual reality via
smartphones, we were excited to dive into a new
realm of experiences with our VR app, Tiny Eye,
inspired by the classic “I Spy” game from the ‘90s.
We built several level packs, included some of
them for free, and one of them for a $1.99 in-app
purchase on Android and iOS. We found that about
1% of all users purchased our extra level pack.
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4. iOS First
A common thought is that if you’re going to design
and develop a new mobile application and you need
to pick which platform to go with first, you should
choose iOS. For some products, this is the correct
choice, but not always. Ideally, you’ve thought
through your product’s target market, user
personas, and pain points it’s looking to solve. All
of these factors might lead to the conclusion that a
greater majority of your users are on Android, and
that you should target that platform first. Don’t
assume either platform is the correct starting place
— let your data and research inform the decision.
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5. Converting a Website into an App is Easy
Businesses that already have a web application
running and are looking to diversify into mobile
often think that the process should be simple
and can be done relatively quickly. In actuality,
the likelihood of the mobile app taking longer
and costing more than estimated is very high.
Translating functionality from a desktop
environment to a mobile environment requires
a huge amount of UX considerations. A primary

example is the question of how a user who is on
the go, with a much smaller screen, can accomplish
both similar and different functions as they would
when at a stationary location like a desk with a
much larger screen to use. The technical challenges
on mobile also change the scope of development
quite a bit. Just a few examples of this would
be: a higher degree of varying screen sizes and
resolutions, graphical limitations, and internet
connectivity limitations.
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1. Submitting Right Before Your Launch Date
When submitting to Apple’s App Store, you
never know what surprises may be in store (pun
intended). Often, first time product owners forget
to account for Apple’s infamous review process
and try to get the application approved too close
to their launch date. If there is any kind of launch
day press, activities, or deadlines it can prove to

be very critical to build in a buffer in case your
application is delayed during the review process.
Sometimes your application can be rejected by
Apple, and then be submitted with the exact same
code only to be approved the second time around.
The review process changes as new phones launch,
iOS versions are updated, and legal requirements
change so you never know when your application
might get rejected for an unforeseen reason.
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2. Skipping the Beta
When developing a mobile product, it is critical
to put it in front of as many users as possible
before releasing it to the masses. With the current
fragmentation in the smartphone market it’s hard
to test every combination of operating system
version and manufactured phone. Skipping beta
tests or having only a small number of users in a
beta means you’re missing out on one of the most
important steps in the application development
process. The valuable UX feedback and quality
assurance bug testing you get from a large, quality
run beta is too important to skip.
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3. Developing and
Testing on Emulators
Both iOS and Android come with tools called
Emulators that let you run your applications
during development on your computer in what
you could essentially call a simulator. This is quick
and easy for development, especially if you have
only so many phones available and want to test
your application against multiple different kinds.
In practice though, if you develop with an emulator
for too long and don’t test on any real devices there
can be a lot of issues that crop up once you switch
over. Specifically, the emulator can’t help when
some of your functionality depends on having a
real device.
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Case Study: Gotta Go
Comedian and celebrity personality, Chelsea
Handler, partnered with us to build Gotta Go in
conjunction with her Netflix documentary series.
The Netflix episode featured Yeti collaborating
with Chelsea to build a real product that is both
useful and entertaining. With just three taps the
excuse generator app sends real calls and texts to
your phone, springing you from any social snafu
imaginable. Since the application’s core functionality involved phone calls and text messaging, it
required us to do most of our development and
testing on real phones and ditching emulators for
much of the product development process.
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4. Supporting
All the Things
An important decision when building a mobile app
is figuring out what devices and OS versions you’d
like to support. It’s tempting as a product owner to
say that you would like to support as many devices
and operating systems as possible (i.e. everything),
but in practice you need to pair that back if you
don’t want the budget and timeline of your product
to be blown out of the water. This is notoriously
bad on Android where the market has such as
varying degree of phone form factors as well as
manufacturers who stop updating their phones to
the latest version of Android. Your best bet is to
check the Android market share website and try to
pick what to support based on hard data.
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5. Only Having One Dev
When building a robust mobile application you
would be hard pressed to hire just one developer
who can handle all of the different technologies
that are involved. Not only would they have to be
experienced with iOS and Android, they would also
likely need to have the capabilities of setting up a
back-end application as well as its infrastructure.
Here at Yeti we utilize a multidisciplinary team
where each team member has different strengths
that can be tapped depending on the needs of the
specific project we’re working on.
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SECRET SAUCE: 10 TIPS FOR SUCCESS

1. Prepare for Traffic
If you’re expecting thousands or tens of thousands
of users on your launch day, you need to make sure
that your application can handle that amount of
traffic. Pre-launch infrastructure work should be
done to make sure that your mobile application’s
back-end is able to scale and meet the demands of
how many users you’re expecting out of the gate.
Failure to do this up front can lead to a miserable
launch day of crashing servers and irate users.
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2. Setup a CMS
(Utilize the Back-end)
With a website or web application, product owners
are used to being able to make content updates
with a content management system whenever
they feel like it, and have those changes take effect
immediately. Bug fixes and new features can also
be deployed as soon as they’re finished. With
mobile applications this isn’t the case, especially
on iOS due to the app review process. If there’s a
change you want to make, you may need to wait
days or even weeks before the new version of your
application is approved. To get around this, you
should make use of a CMS concept for your mobile
application. Whatever data and configuration you
may want to update periodically on the application
can be coming from a server where you’re able
to change it at your leisure and not worry about
pushing a whole new application update just for a
few new lines of text or a new image.
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3. Include Analytics Tracking
To continuously iterate on and optimize your
mobile application you need to know how users
are using your product. You want to know what
features they are using most, which they are using
least, how often do they return to the application,
how much time do they spend during one session,
and much, much more. When creating your mobile
app, especially the first version, you might not even

know what analytics you want or need, but that
doesn’t mean you shouldn’t include the ability to
start collecting them. You should air on the side of
collecting as much as you can. Implement tools like
Google Analytics and Mixpanel, and then store as
much info as you can think of that may be helpful.
Once you start analyzing the data, you can refine
the analytics you’re collecting based on what
you’re not using and what you find is missing.
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4. Expect Bugs
No product is ever perfect. Even the most thorough
test suite and QA team will not catch every single
bug and odd case that a user may find themselves
in within your application. You should expect
and plan for bugs cropping up once users start
interacting with your application. Ideally, your
development team plans for some time after a big
release to address any issues that come up. Those
following wise development practices will have
installed proper error reporting tools, like Sentry or
Crashlytics, in their application to give themselves
as much context as possible when trying to
diagnose any problems.
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5. Get Featured
in the App Stores
One of the best ways to get exposure for your
application is to get featured in the app stores.
To prep for getting featured, you need to be sure
that you fill out Google and Apple’s extra fields
in your application detail setup for promotional
and featured assets, such as banners, videos, and
different sized images. You must include these to
even be considered for getting featured.
To actually get chosen includes a bit of luck,
often some hard work, and usually working your
connections. There are teams in charge of choosing
featured apps at both Google and Apple, and if you
can get in touch with them about your application
you might be able to get them to consider fast
tracking your application for being featured during
a given week. If your application has been featured
in the past, often you can reach back out to your
contacts when you have a new release coming
up.Let them know that you’re releasing a new
update with whatever exciting new improvements
you have planned, and why that merits getting
featured again on the release’s launch date.
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6. Keep Up
(With OS Updates)
As new devices, operating system versions,
and programming language changes come out,
your application can start to deteriorate if you
don’t periodically keep it updated with the latest
and greatest. As with all software, if you don’t
continually maintain and keep it updated, then
when you actually do go to make updates later it
will take more time and effort in one batch effort
than if you had done it over time in small chunks.
Often, if you leave it untouched bugs can start
cropping up on new devices or when users update
to the latest version of their phone’s operating
system. Ideally, when you hear that some new
devices are coming out or that an upgrade is going
to be released, you plan to have your application
compatible and tested with that version before
users even get it since Apple and Google will
release it to developers first.
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7. Automate
Your Process
Apple and Google’s processes for uploading and
launching applications on their App Stores require
a lot of different steps, most of which are manual.
If your team has multiple members who need
the ability to push new versions, or if your team
experiences some turnover it can often require a
lot of documentation, hand holding, and knowledge
sharing on what that process even is. Having only
a single person on your team with the proper
permissions and credentials to upload an app to
the App Store can lead to a lot of frustrations.
Using tools like Fastlane can help you automate
this process and remove a large point of friction
and frustration from your mobile app development
process. It requires investing some time to set
everything up properly, but the benefits and
continuous value from doing so is well worth it.
If everything is automated smoothly it will only
require a few button presses to ship a new version
of an app.
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8. Designers Can Hang
(In Xcode and Android Studio)
With web applications, designers often know a bit
of HTML and CSS, meaning they can help pitch in
when it comes to polishing and tweaking a website.
For mobile applications, the development tools
(Xcode and Android Studio) can at first seem much
more complicated and overwhelming than web
development tools. You should urge your designers
to jump in and try to get involved during mobile
development, because they can be a huge asset to
your team during the last 10% of a project when
you need to tweak animations, polish layouts, and
implement a finalized style guide. The developers
on your team should be more than happy to show
the designers around if it means they can get this
kind of support.
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9. Animations,
Gestures, and Polish
In the same thread as the above tip, you absolutely
need to spend effort and time on the visual quality
of your application. Applying detail to animations,
gestures, and the visual polish of the application
will go a long way in regards to how users perceive
what they are experiencing. These extra elements
encompass both UX and Visual design so you may
need designers with diverse skillsets to fully polish
your product. Sometimes these details are pushed
off to the end of the project which can make them
seem unimportant as they are haphazardly added
last minute. Best practice is to be thinking through
animations, gestures, and visual polish as early as
you can in the product development process.
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‟

10. Consider User’s Connectivity
One key difference between mobile vs. web is that
your users may have varying levels of connectivity
while using your application. The first version of
your application may not take this into account,
but over time features like caching, offline sync,
and graceful degradation are important to
incorporate to give your users a quality experience
whether they’re on 4G, WiFi, or in a rural area with
a poor signal.

Try to really understand what your
customers are trying to do if/when
offline. For example, they may want to
edit a document but a data connection
is required for your app to do that. Make
it very clear to them before they try an
action that it’s not available offline.”
Jon Hoover
Product Manager of Mobile Apps,
Procore Technologies
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Thank you for reading
The Ultimate Guide to Mobile App
Design & Development
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Yeti LLC is a product-focused design and development
studio located in San Francisco. It works to develop gamechanging products and partner with companies to improve
their product development processes. Yeti has performed
product research, design, rapid prototyping and training for
clients such as Google, Sony, Westfield Labs, Qualcomm,
WeatherNews, and the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology’s economics department.
For best practices and insights on product development and
innovation, check out the Yeti blog and resource center. For
questions related to product development, innovation, or
Yeti’s services, please contact us.

FOLLOW US!
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